Abstract-Bias in squared coherence estimates for normal processes is approximated by a function of coherence and second derivatives divided by values of spectral densities which may vary slightly over the window width. The result approximates more accurately than a known formula results from nonrefuted literature concerning very smooth spectra.
Note: m--number of FFT's averaged, @-coefficient resolution 12 bits, @-coefficient resolution 10 bits. If, instead of the 2C to SM conversion in Fig. 3 , a 2C to 1C conversion is made, this gives a saving in hardware, though the SCER goes down, as shown in Table I for the scheme 2C 6 IC. However, this SCER is still better than that of SM by about 3 dB. The SM to 2C conversions can be coupled with the a/s which come after the real multipliers, t o give some reduction in hardware [ 2 ] .
Simulation studies were carried out for different lengths of the coefficient word (real and imaginary) namely, 10, 1 1 , and 12
bits. The SCER for the 12-bit case gave very negligible improvement over the 1 1-bit case. The SCER for 10-and 12-bit cases is given in Table I . These results indicate that the coefficient wordlength need not be greater than 11 for 12-bit processing.
The (2b -1)-bit multiplier output is rounded off t o b bits. Due to this, the contribution of the least significant columns (kc) of the multiplier array to the output is very negligible. Therefore, some of the kc's can be simply removed from the multiplier array as indicated in Fig. 4 . Detailed computer simulation has shown that the removal of as many lsc's as t o constitute 25 percent of the array elements causes a reduction in SCER by at most, only 0.3 dB. Any further reduction affects SCER severely, as seen from Table I for the scheme 2CRM (2C with reduced multiplier) with 8 columns (about 30 percent array elements) removed from a 12 X 12-bit SM multiplier. This loss of SCER reduces with increasing N . It is felt that this is due to increased interleaving of errors for larger N . Thus, the techniques described here will help the designer of the FFT hardware in choosing various schemes considering hardware cost and computational accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
The squared coherence at a certain frequency is defined as with the spectra: cross spectral density Gxy with complex conjugate Gyx and power spectral densities G, , and Gyy of stationary real random processes x and y .
Spectra can be estimated under ergodicity assumption from a realization of x and y over time T. An efficient procedure consists of dividing this interval into N equally long segments, forming products per segment of FFT's and their complex conjugates, multiplication of inverse FFT's by a lag window, and averaging over FF,T's of all N results. Substiiution of estimates G, , G, ,
, and G, into ( 1) gives estimate C.
For optimal Findow sele9ion and bias correction it is desirable thzt bias [ 
Bias of spectral estimates may be derived similarly to [ 51. This requires small variation of the spectra over fr;quen:y width ,?IT and of second derivatives to frequency G,,, Gxx, and Gyy over the window width. Then Covariance of spectral estimates also has been derived [ 11 ?
For that it is required that G,, and Gbd of arbitrary normal processes a , b , c, and d vary little over the window width. Then variables. This was partly used for [ 11 .' Equation (5) shows that relative, spectral second and not first derivatives influence bias. As expected, bias is decreased by decreasing S or R. However, for fixed T and window type decrease of either increases the other. So for each T , an optimal window for minimal coherence bias might be derived from (5) with appkopriate spectral informatio?; By also taking into account var [ C] , the mean-square error in C might be minimized instead.
COMPARISON WITH LITERATURE FOR VERY SMOOTH SPECTRA
Several simplifications are needed for comparison of (5) This agrees with theoretical bias [ C ] , [ 21 , with simulation results Lor R = t, [ 4 ] , and even with degenerate procedure effect C = 1 for R = 1. But for 0 < C < l , F ( C ) is lower than bias according to all of these. These lower values must be due t o approximation (2) Reference [ 31 2esulted in empirical estimates of bias [ C ] with fit' R ( 1 -C ). For very low C these reT1ts are slightly lower, and for high C < 1, higher than bias [C] according to [ 21 , [4] and (6). These deviations increase with R . They m p at least partly be due to the estimGion in [3] of g a s [ C ] by, , the inverse Z-l of the bias in Z ( C j = $ln{ ( 
This pLocedure implies use of the approximation [4] , and (6) has been indicated.
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